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Consultant Bio

S udhir Seyboth studied at the technical university in 
Munich and worked in the early 80’s as an Engineer and 
IT-consultant at BMW´s developmental centre. In his role 
as a project leader he participated in leadership trainings 
and his growing interest in personal development made   

                    him change his career in 1985. 

           
Sudhir started to work as a consultant and coach in personal coach-
ing and leadership development. In that field he has led seminars 
and trainings in USA, Scotland, Germany, Sweden, Finland, Norway, 
Denmark and Italy. He specializes in leadership development personal 
coaching and personal improvement for executives.

           
In 1997 Sudhir moved to Sweden. He works as management               
consultant in areas such as navigating organizational politics,             
communications, leadership development, motivational           
psychology, quality management, customer and cultural     
surveys for Swedish Companies and Universities. 

   
Born in Munich, Sudhir is fluent in English, German and Swedish with 
basics in French and Norwegian. Because of his multicultural experi-
ence he also facilitates global b2b networking processes, delivers cul-
tural change programs as well as coordinating processes for building 
core values and corporate  identity.

              
Sudhir moved 2004 to Stockholm, where he works in his own  
company and continues to share 20 years of experience as a seminar 
leader, coach and trainer. His clients include: IKEA Sweden, IKEA Cus-
tomerservice IKSC, IKEA IT-services, Volvo Truck AB, Oracle, Microsoft, 
GE, Astra Zeneca, TietoEnator  Medical Care, University of Sundsvall,   

 Faculty for business and Economics University of Umeå.

 Sudhir joined the European IPM Consulting Network in                
 2005 which led to his 2007 affiliation with Brandon Partners 
             and assumption of responsibility for facilitating high visibility       
 strategic influence programs for UBS and other companies.

SUDHIR SEYBOTH
A management and leadership de-
velopment trainer and coach with 
diverse industry and cultural range 

that earns instant respect.

B R A N D O N    P A R T N E R S
Corporate Training in Organizational and Political Savvy

Sudhir transcends run-of-the-
mill corporate trainers and 
leadership experts who only 
have psychology or human 
resources grounding, since he 
brings a rich background in 
business and technology to 
the classroom experience.
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